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1,286 positive pairs with confirmed ORF identity


















Comparison of growth to 
identify autoactivators







First pass screen (x3)
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 Recovery rate of various binary PPI datasets
 present in Lit-BM-13
 tested in Y2H






















































































































































(min 2 supporting pieces of evidence)
Lit-BM-13
Uetz et al., Nature 2000 (Uetz)
Ito et al., PNAS 2001 (Ito Core)
Yu et al., Science 2008 (YI1)
Tarrassov et al., Science 2008 
Co-complex datasets
Pu et al., Nucleic Acids Res 2008 (CYC2008): catalogue of 408 
heteromeric protein complexes manually curated from the literature 
Collins et al., Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 2007 : meta-analysis






























Functional dataset Costanzo et al., Science 2010 : Synthetic Genetic Array (SGA) and






























































































































Overlap between PRS pairs with the different assay 
Assay configuration choosen: DB 2μ - AD 2μ
Pick colonies






















































































Random Reference Set (RRS)
Positive Reference Set (PRS)
116 interactions with >4 papers
200 pairs extracted from
~18.106 possible pairs from 
predicted yeast ORFeome
 Recovery rate of co-complex datasets  Recovery rate of functional datasets
Binary PPIs within complexes are detected with similar sensitivity.
Pairs with increasingly similar genetic interaction profiles tend to correspond to binary PPIs.










Mate every FiPP in quadruplicate +
 PRS/RRS as controls
Pick colonies 
Remove residual autoactivators (AA)





















1,286 PPI with confirmed ORF identity
+ PRS/RRS + Lit-BM-13 















Validation rate of YI2 (11%) as good as Lit-BM-13 (13%) but less than the PRS (23%)
in previously published PPI
new from YI2
YI2 contribution to YeRI : 
nodes : 21% (467 out of 2,212)
edges : 32% (1,198 out of 3,712)
YI2 detects novel interactions compared 
to the previous binary datasets
All yeast interactome datasets are biased for proteins that are more abundant 
and more studied. This suggest that part of these biases are biological.
- Validate the YI2 dataset with another orthogonal assay to further asses
  the quality of our dataset
gPCA
YI3
- Expand the screens to the complete search space for S. cerevisiae, including 
 candidate proto-genes (~1,139 genes) (Carvunis et al., Nature 2012)
This work was supported by the grant R01HG006061
Motivation
Less than half of the yeast interactome covered
Large contribution from Lit-BM-13 which is sociologically biased. All of the datasets are of good 
quality when compared to PRS/RRS. PPIs from PCA seem to be of a different nature.
Recovery of binary PPI in protein complexes and functional datasets
Preliminary results
Future plans
YI2 map Union of other Y2H map PCA map (Tarrasov) Non-Binary map Lit-BM-13






























-LH + 3AT + CHX
Number of PPI in bin




- Perform additional screens of the complete search space to generate a first
  Yeast Reference Interactome map (YeRI)
Current map of the yeast interactome
Towards a yeast reference interactome 
Despite an increasing number of interactomic datasets already available for 
model organisms and humans, many aspects remain contradictory, debatable 
or unclear due to the lack of complete high-quality networks.
For example, does macromolecule connectivity in interactome maps reflect
functional importance or sociological biases? Do biophysical interactions 
always reflect functional relationships? 
Here we propose to build a new, alternative view of an interactome map for S. 
cerevisiae for which a lot of genome-wide datasets, protein-protein interaction 
(PPI) maps and functionnal maps based for instance on expression or genetic 














































Approach to build a reference map
Our stringent pipeline means:
-high specificity : no positive 
pairs detected in the RRS
- low sensitivity, adressed by 
multiple screens : most positive 
where detected in only one 
screen, but the use of multiple 
screens allows maximum 
YI2 is a good quality dataset
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